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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine what Montana high 

school business educators perceive as the advantages and disadvantages 

of offering a simulated model office course as part of their 

curriculum. Other major areas of' interest include evaluation 

techniques, equipment used, follow-up studies, reasons for not using a 

model office, and needed improvements. 

A questionnaire and cover letter were mailed to 171 public high 

school business education instructors in Montana. The number of people 

returning the questionnaire was 126, equalling 74 percent. 

Thirty-five or 27.78 percent of the respondents have model 

offices. Ninety-one or 72.22 percent do not have model offices in 

their schools. Many Montana high schools are small, thus both 

enrollment and curriculum limitations pose a problem. 

Many of the schools use up-to-date equipment in their model 

office, with the exception of microcomputers. Microcomputers can be 

expensive and this may be one reason that few of the schools have them. 

Another explanation is that model office packages are not always 

designed to include the use of a computer. 

The most popular means of evaluating students in the model office 

is through grading the work produced. Generally, the instructors use 

more than one method of evaluation. 

The most common problems encountered in the use of a model office 

include student absences and shortage of time for completion of student 

assignments. The advantages, however, far outweigh the problems. The 

instructors had many positive comments to make concerning the model 

office. 

Follow-up studies are conducted by only 37.17 percent of the 

schools with a model office. This is an important area that the 

instructors are overlooking, perhaps due to a lack of time and 

knowledge about follow-up studies. 

In conclusion, the instructors with model offices are very pleased 

and would recommend the use of a model office to other instructors. 

The schools without model offices need more information on how to 
implement this form of simulation. With this information, it is likely 

that many more Montana schools would use the model office as a teaching 

tool. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is becoming increasingly important in business education to 

provide students with competencies that they will need in the world of 

work. Consequently, instructors need to know what skills and attitudes 

employers want employees to possess. Instructors also need to use 

methods that will help students acquire these skills and attitudes. A 

survey by Kenneth W. Brown lists areas in which employers of office 

workers felt improvement was needed. The following items are the 

result of that survey. (Kurtz, 1981:3) 

1. A concern for productivity. 

2. A pride in one’s craft and quality of work. 

3. Responsibility and the ability to follow through an 

assigned task. 

4. Dependability. 

5. Work habits. 

6. Attitudes toward company and employers. 

7. The ability to write and speak effectively. 

8. The ability to follow instructions. 

9. The ability to read and apply printed matter to the job. 

10. Ambition/motivation/desire to get ahead. 

Because of these needed improvements, a part of business education 

that should not be ignored is the use of model office simulation in the 

classroom. Today many business educators are turning to simulation to 
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enliven their classrooms and provide students with realistic 

experiences and skills that employers want employees to 

possess. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to determine what Montana high 

school business educators perceive as the advantages and disadvantages 

of offering a simulated model office course as a part of their 

curriculums. Other major areas of interest include evaluation 

techniques, equipment used, follow-up studies, reasons for not using a 

model office and needed improvements. 

Need for the Study 

Students and teachers alike are sold on the use of the simulated 

model office. In an article in the Business Education World, the 

author explains how graduates of a high school evaluated the 

effectiveness of a model office course they had been through. Students 

made comments such as "I believe it does help prepare you for real 

office work” and "This class helped me tremendously in deciding what to 

do after high school graduation." (Knowlton, 1980:24) 

Also, another writer states: 

"Presently business people are complaining that too many 

job applicants are poorly prepared for today's jobs. It is 

essential, then, that business educators examine carefully 

what is currently happening in their classrooms. Is there a 

teaching approach that might be more effective than the one 
they are now using to prepare students for the business 

world?" (Neal, 1979:3) 
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A model office is suggested by the same writer as a solution to the 

question. 

These positive views of model office bring up several questions. 

If this kind of instruction is so highly thought of, how do business 

teachers in Montana feel about the model office course? Do they have a 

positive view of the model office? How many schools in Montana offer a 

model office course? What are the reasons these instructors do or do 

not provide a model office course for students? 

The answers to such questions would be very helpful in revealing 

problems that need to be dealt with in order for schools in Montana to 

offer a model office course, providing the desire to do so exists. 

Also, information on how Montana educators’ opinions compare with 

opinions of other teachers throughout the nation would be revealed. 

Limitations 

The study was limited to Montana public high school business 

educators. One instructor per school was asked to answer the questions 

in order to alleviate duplicated responses from the same school. 

Definition of Terms 

Model Office Simulation ”is the duplication in the classroom of 

the procedures, forms, working materials, etc., of a functioning 

office.” (Stocker, 1980:221) In the model office students perform the 

roles of a business. The distinction between this type of instruction 

and other forms of simulation is that in the model office students 
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interact with one another. Each person’s work influences another. 

Also, the term "model office” or "simulated office" implies that the 

students have access to an area that is set up as a real office would 

be, with equipment such as office desks and chairs, calculators and 

typewriters. 

For the purposes of this project, the terms "simulated model 

office", "model office," and "office simulation" will be used 

interchangeably. 

Organization of Study 

This study contains five chapters. The first chapter explains the 

purpose of and need for the study, the limitations of the study and the 

definition of terms. 

Chapter II, Review of Literature, describes the current views on 

model office courses. Included are: 

1. Advantages of and reasons for model office simulations, 

including student perceptions. 

2. Problems encountered in model office simulation. 

3. Steps in administering a model office course. 

The third chapter covers the procedures followed in administering 

and completing this project. The main topics are sources of data, 

design of the survey instrument, administration of the survey 

instrument, and compilation and analysis of the data. 

Chapter IV presents the results of the study. An analysis of the 

findings of the questionnaire is presented. 

The final chapter is the summary of the project. Also included 

are conclusions and recommendations. 
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The final chapter, Chapter V, is the summary of the project. Also 

included are conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Recent literature in the area of model office simulation covers 

many facets of this type of program. This chapter is organized under 

the following headings: 

1. Advantages of and reasons for model office simulations, 

including student perceptions. 

2. Problems encountered in model office simulations. 

3. Steps in administering a model office course. 

4. Summary. 

Advantages of and Reasons for Model Office Simulations 

There are many reasons for offering a model office simulation 

course and many advantages to using this form of instruction. One 

writer states: 

M...(it) provides an opportunity for the senior student, 

who has developed business skills to the point where they can 

be applied, to use these skills in a simulated operation of 

an actual business. The main object is not to develop more 

skills, but to foster in the students desirable attitudes, 

initiative, and willingness to assume responsibility. Recent 

studies of employers list these qualities as the ones 

often lacking in a new employee. These same traits were most 

often sought after, even more than skill development, 

according to several studies." (Lloyd, 1974:14) 

The following items provide a summary of the advantages of using a 

model office simulation. 

1. Students receive preparation for actual employment. 
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2. ’’Students...develop appreciation for implications of 

errors and the individual’s sense of pride in producing 

quality work increases as the class works together as an 

office team.” (Levitt, 1982:223) 

3. Students can develop awareness of their own skills 

abilities and interests. They have opportunity to 

"increase individual awareness of the areas in which one 

should improve for successful entry into the business 

world." (Boyd, 1979:74) 

4. Students better understand the relevance of what they are 

learning. 

5. Students can apply skills and knowledge that they have 

already learned in other classes. 

6. Students learn to make an easier transition from the 

classroom to working eight hours a day. 

Students who have participated in model office courses are 

generally impressed with the outcomes. Previous model office students 

of Middle Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, were 

impressed with the reality of the simulated office. Some comments made 

include: (Boyd, 1979:75) 

"I was able to learn by actually performing a job rather 

than having to accept a teacher’s word." 

"It puts the student in an office atmosphere faced with 

the unique, real situations that one faces in an actual 

business." 

- "Experience through actualization is a lot better than 

simply taking notes." 

- "Office simulation is an excellent method of learning as 

one gets a first-hand ’look’ at everyday occurrences of 

an office." 

The ability to hold positive working relationships was another 

skill the students acquired and were impressed with. According to 

Knowlton (1980:15), ’Understanding the Importance of Working with 

Others' was rated very useful by 85 percent of the students at Central 
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Union High School in El Central, California. Other comments made by 

students include: (Boyd, 1979:75) 

"Office simulation requires everyone working together to 

make it successful just as it requires everyone working 
together to make any business successful." 

- "It taught me how important it is to cooperate with other 

employees." 

- "Administrative Office Simulation made me realize that 

the success of any business depends upon how well every 

worker 'gets along* with others." 

Personal development was also sighted by students as a gain from 

simulated office. Boyd (1979:75) quotes these comments from students: 

"Office simulation helped me gain self-confidence...now I 

have more confidence in myself as well as my abilities." 

"The program provided an excellent opportunity to gain 

pride in oneself and one’s work." 

After completion of the program, students at Central Union High 

School were asked if they would enroll in the simulated office program 

if they were to begin high school all over again. The responses were 

all 'yes.' 

As a result of all the positive comments made by the students, it 

is obvious that they perceive the model office as a very valuable part 

of their education. Many instructors attitudes can be summarized by 

Wenz's comment, "Fantastic is the only way to describe the results of 

this full-year senior office program." (1979:33) 

Problems Encountered in Model Office Simulation 

Any type of instruction will have its disadvantages and the 

instructor should be aware of potential difficulties that may arise. 
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The following list provides examples of the types of problems that may 

arise in using the model office course. (Weatherwax, 1979:4) 

1. Shortage of time. Most school periods are 45 - 55 

minutes in length. This does not leave much time for 

students of a model office to get organized and get a 

great deal of work completed. A block time of two 

periods for the class is preferable. 

2. Students use too much time. Because everything is 
ongoing and students think they can always ’do it over’ 

or ’finish it tomorrow' they tend to spend an excess of 

time on projects. One solution is to encourage students 

to attempt difficult corrections instead of typing 

letters over. 

3. Student absence. Sometimes students will miss a class 

of model office, but absences also occur in the business 

world. Consequently, this problem should be handled in 

the same way employers handle it. The work in the office 

goes on as usual, and the employee must catch up on his 

work during office hours or by working overtime. 

Administering a Model Office Course 

The following list provides guidelines for an instructor to use 

when he or she is going to start a model office course. 

Guideline 1. Become familiar with the concept of simulation. 

Workshops, materials by publishing companies and other teachers will 

provide this kind of information. 

Guideline 2. Become familiar with the particular simulation you 

select. Have a complete grasp of the teacher and student manuals. As 

an author suggests: 

’’Factors to be considered are the goals of the course; 

the individual needs of the students; and the amount of 

space, money and time available for the program. The program 

should provide a realistic facsimile of an actual office 
environment. It should allow for flexibility." (Neal, 

1974:40) 
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Guideline 3. Implement the simulation in the curriculum. 

Suggestions for placement of the course are following: 

a. Separate course. This manner of offering a model course 

is used more in postsecondary schools than any other 

institution. An entire course is designated as a 

simulated office course. 

b. Rotation schedule. This method takes place as a part of 

a business class. Only a part of the class is involved 

in the simulation at one particular time. The rest of 

the students work on other assignments given by the 

instructor. 

c. Full simulation. Again, the method takes place as a part 

of a business course. All students are involved at the 

same time, this is the most popular form of simulation 

and usually takes place toward the end of the school 
year—five to eight weeks. 

Guideline 4. Determine room layout, needed equipment and needed 

supplies. School facilities and money will play a big role in this 

area. The simulation selected will also influence the needed 

equipment, space, and supplies. 

Guideline 5. Incorporate elements and objectives of successful 

model office courses. There are several key elements that are 

necessary for the operation of a good model office 

simulation• 

a. Individualization. The simulation must be individualized 

enough to provide for both success and challenge for each 

student. 

b. Proper evaluation techniques. This area is vital and 

different methods of evaluation are discussed in detail 
in a following section. 

c. A teacher as a role-model. The teacher should be 

enthusiastic, knowledgeable and ambitious in his or her 

attempts to be an example to the students. As one writer 

says, teaching simulated office education is a unique 

experience because: 
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"...the teacher ceases to teach subjects 

and begins to teach with differing motiva¬ 

tions, differing goals, and differing abil¬ 

ities. The teacher ceases to be a teacher in 

the traditional sense of lecture, demonstra¬ 

tion, discuss, test, reteach, retest, and so 

on. Instead, the teacher becomes a resource 

person to help each student with his unique 

problems in light of the student’s goals for 

himself." (Lee, 1979:14) 

d. Realistic input with variety. The students need to work 

with input that is very similar to real office input. 

Realistic examples of tasks performed in different jobs 

must be included. Realistic office procedures and work 

flow need to be followed. 

e. Standards must be equivalent to those used on the 

job. The standards employers use should be the 

standards that the simulation uses or the 
effectiveness of the simulation is lost. 

f. Decision-making skills must be incorporated. 

g. Clear instructions and adequate illustrations should be 

given. 

h. General objectives must be included. The student will 

develop "...the ability to interact effectively with 

other people in an office environment " 

(Stocker, 1980:221) is an example of a general 

objective. Another example is: The student will 

integrate "...all previous learning into a coherent whole 

so that the student realizes the importance of what 

he/she has learned and how that knowledge fits into 

his/her future role in the office." (Stocker, 1980:221) 

i. Realistic classroom area should be used. 

j. Interaction among the students must take place. 

k. Flexible time allowed for tasks needs to be included. 

l. The ability to have a varying number of students 

involved is a plus. 

m. The student should gain experience in clerical, 

supervisory or management positions. 
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Guideline 6. Determine the evaluation system to be used. There 

are many ways that the measuring and evaluation of student performance 

in simulation can be done. The following are a few of these methods. 

(Warner, 1980:58) 

a. Assessment techniques. One way assessment can be 

performed is by members of a student team. This, 

however, does not always provide the best results because 

students cannot easily avoid prejudice with classmates. 

Another way assessment can be done is by the "office 

manager" of the simulation, who is also a student. The 

same problem can occur, however, as previously mentioned. 

A third method of assessment is done by the consultant 

teacher. If this method is chosen, a meeting between the 

worker, the office manager, and the consultant/teacher 

could be held in order to go over the evaluation. 

Otherwise, just the consultant/teacher and worker could 

meet to discuss the worker’s performance. In all cases, 

it would be necessary for the instructor to provide the 

the standards. 

Self-assessment is another way to approach 

assessment. This is a beneficial experience for the 

students, but should not be the only method of 

assessment used. Again, the instructor should 

provide the standards to be used. 

b. Salary theory. 

"This method assigns a salary to students based on 

their performance for the week. Usually a fixed 

base salary is used to which bonuses are added for 

good quality performance and/or suggestions, and 

deductions are made for unsatisfactory performance 

on the job, unexcused absences, tardiness." 

(Warner, 1980:58) 

This method has good motivational potential, but is 

difficult to use objectively. 

c. Evaluation of ability to establish priorities and make 

decisions. In order to accomplish this: 

"A checklist format which might involve giving 

the students a letter and then asking them to 

check which response out of a possible five or 

six responses they might take. The answers can be 

assigned a point value and graded accordingly. 
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Another technique is to give students a group of items 

and ask them to sort them into the three piles headed 

’must be done immediately,’ ’should be done today,’ and 
’can wait for a few days.' Points can be assigned for 
each item grouped correctly.” (Warner, 1980:59) 

d. Evaluation of work produced. Here the teacher must 

decide the standards to be expected and grade 

accordingly. 

Guideline 7. Conduct an orientation session for the students. 

Explain the purpose of the simulation, the organization of the office 

and work-flow procedures. 

Guideline 8. Start the simulation. 

Summary 

Recent literature indicates that model office simulations are 

undoubtedly an excellent method of instruction. They offer many 

benefits for students and instructors. Students gain many skills and 

attitudes that will help them throughout life. Teachers gain benefits 

from knowing that their students will be equipped to work when they 

complete the program. 

Important areas for instructors to consider are how to establish 

the program, how to implement elements of success, how to evaluate 

student performance, and how to overcome difficulties that may arise. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

This study was conducted to determine the views held by Montana 

business educators concerning the use of simulated model office 

courses. In this chapter the procedures followed in organizing the 

background for the study, the design and administration of the survey 

instrument, and the method of data analysis are discussed. 

Sources of Data 

Chapter II, Review of Literature, was based on information in the 

Roland R. Renne Library, Montana State University, and in the 

library/resource rooms of the Business Education and Office Systems 

Department, Montana State University. Most of the information was 

found in Business Education journals, such as the Balance Sheet, the 

Business Education Forum, and the Journal of Business Education. 

The data used in determining the results of the study were 

obtained through a questionnaire which was sent to high school business 

education instructors in Montana. The questionnaire was mailed to all 

public high schools in Montana and was answered by the appropriate 

business teacher in each school. 
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Construction of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was based on the material discovered through the 

review of literature. The following areas provided the foundation for 

the survey: 

1. If you do not have a model office course, what factors 

influenced that decision? 

2. What are the advantages of offering a model office course 

in your school, as perceived by both instructors and 

students? 

3. What are the problems encountered in offering a model 
office course in your school? 

4. What method(s) of evaluation of students is used in your 

model office course? 

5. In what ways does your model office course prepare 

students for the world of work? 

6. What kinds of equipment is used in your model office 

course? 

The questionnaire was first evaluated by members of the Research 

in Business Education class at Montana State University. Faculty in 

the Business Education and Office Systems Department at Montana State 

University also reviewed the questionnaire. The instrument was then 

revised and ready for use. (See Appendix for completed questionnaire.) 

Administration of Survey Document 

The questionnaire, cover letter, and stamped return envelope were 

mailed to the prospective respondents in March 1983. The following 

table indicates the return percentage. 
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Table 1. Mailing of Questionnaire and Responses. 
Number of Total Number Percentage 

Questionnaires Returned Returned 

Following 

Mailing 171 126 74 

Analysis of Data 

Three types of questions were used in the survey instrument. 

"Yes” or "no" questions and multiple-choice questions were included. 

Also used were questions that allowed the respondent to supply his/her 

own answer. The majority of the questions were analyzed by determining 

the most common responses to the questions. 

After the data were gathered, tables were set up to summarize the 

results. Most of the tables list the number and percentage of 

responses to a specific question. In order to make comparisons between 

groups, other tables summarize the answers given and indicate from 

which group the answers came. Explanations of the tabulated material 

are also included. 
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Chapter IV 

FINDINGS 

In this chapter the results of the survey are presented. The 

survey question is listed first, followed by the results and a chart 

where applicable. The charts contain the number of responses 

immediately followed by the percentage those responses represent per 

class. 

A total of 126 respondents returned the questionnaire. The 

survey was sent to 171 schools. 

QUESTION 

1. Designate the classification of your school. 

 AA  A  B  C 

Twelve of the instructors returning the questionnaire indicated 

their school is of the AA Class. Thirteen instructors responded from 

the Class A group. Thirty-eight respondents said their school was 

ranked Class B. Sixty-three Class C teachers responded. 

TABLE 2. Schools Responding to Questionnaire. 

Number of 
Respondents 

Percentage 
of Schools 

Class C 63 50 

Class B 38 30.16 

Class A 13 10.32 

Class AA 12 9.52 

Total 126 100 
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2. Do you have a simulated model office in operation in your school? 

Yes No 

Of the 63 Class C instructors, ten or 15.87 percent answered yes 

and 53 or 84.13 percent said no. Twelve or 31.58 percent of the 38 

Class B teachers checked yes and 26 or 68.42 percent marked no. In the 

Class A division six or 46.15 percent of the 13 respondents said yes 

and seven or 53.85 percent said no. Of the 12 Class AA respondents, 

seven or 58.33 percent answered yes and five or 41.67 percent said no. 

Overall, 35 or 27.78 percent of the respondents indicated their 

school had a model office. Ninety-one or 72.22 percent of the teachers 

said their school did not have a model office. 

TABLE 3. Schools With and Without Model Offices. 

YES NO 

Class C 10/15.87 53/84.13 

Class B 12/31.58 26/68.42 

Class A 6/46.15 7/53.85 

Class AA 7/58.33 5/41.67 

Total 35/27.78 91/72.22 

3. What reason or reasons influenced the decision to use a model 

office in your school? 

A. The use of a model office has not been considered 

B. Curriculum limitations 

C. Enrollment limitations 

D. Equipment cost 
E. Lack of administrative support 

F. Too much organizational time required 

G. Space limitations 

H. Lack of instructor qualifications 

I. Other (Please specify)  
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Of the fifty-three Class C schools indicating that their school did 

not have a model office, five or 9.43 percent said the use of a model 

office had never been considered. Seventeen or 32.08 percent of the 

instructors marked "curriculum limitations” and 36 or 67.92 percent 

said "enrollment limitations" were factors. The choice of "equipment 

costs" was checked by 17 or 32.08 percent and "lack of administrative 

support" was marked by four or 7.55 percent. "Too much organizational 

time required" was indicated by one or 1.89 percent of the teachers. 

Seventeen or 32.08 percent of the respondents marked "space limitations" 

and one or 1.89 percent checked "lack of instructor qualifications." 

Of the 26 Class B instructors indicating that their school did not 

have a model office, four or 15.38 percent said that the use of a model 

office had not been considered. Fourteen or 53.85 percent of the 

teachers said "curriculum limitations" was a reason they did not have a 

model office. "Enrollment limitations" was marked by 11 or 42.31 

percent. Nine or 34.62 percent of the respondents marked "equipment 

costs." "Lack of administrative support" was checked by three or 11.54 

percent of the instructors. Two or 7.69 percent said that "too much 

organizational time is required." "Space limitations" was checked by 

11 or 42.31 percent of the instructors. One or 3.85 percent indicated 

"lack of instructor qualifications" as a reason for not using a model 

office. Three or 11.54 percent of the teachers answered "other," with 

the following reasons: 

"I think the time should be spent on skills" 

"I'm 1/2 time PE, 1/2 Business" 
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"Budget costs" 

"Instructors numbers decreased" 

Two or 28.57 percent of the Class A teachers marked "curriculum 

limitations." Three or 42.86 percent checked "enrollment limitations." 

Five or 71.43 percent indicated that "equipment costs" was a reason for 

not using a model office. "Space limitations" was checked by three or 

42.86 percent of the respondents. One or 14.29 percent marked "other," 

and listed "Dollars! Funding Cuts!" as the reason for not having a 

model office. 

In the Class AA division, one or 20 percent of the instructors 

indicated that the curriculum limitations was a reason for not using 

the model office. One or 20 percent of the respondents answered 

"equipment cost." Two or 40 percent indicated that "space limitations 

was a factor in not having a model office. Four or 80 percent of the 

instructors checked "other," indicating the following reasons: 

"It is used at the Career Center." 

"The model office is a part of ... the Career Center." 

"Time limitations - we do not have a two hour block which we find 

necessary." 

"Many students work in part-time office jobs, but our office co-op 

program is being ’cut* by the new administration." 
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The following table offers a summary of each class and the totals. 

TABLE 4. Reasons For Not Having a Model Office. 

Class Class Class Class 
C B A AA Totals 

A. Use not considered 5/ 9.43 4/15.38 9/ 9.89 
B. Curriculum limitations 17/32.98 14/53.85 2/28.57 1/20 34/37.36 
C. Enrollment limitations 36/67.92 11/42.31 3/42.86 50/54.95 
D. Equipment costs 

Lack of administrative 
17/32.08 9/34.62 5/71.43 1/20 32/35.16 

E. support 4/ 7.55 3/11.54 7/ 7.69 
F. Too much time required 1/ 1.89 2/ 7.69 3/ 3.30 
G. Space limitations 

Lack of instructor 
17/32.08 11/42.31 3/42.86 2/40 33/36.26 

H. qualifications 1/ 1.89 1/ 3.85 2/ 2.20 
I. Other 3/11.54 1/14.29 4/80 8/ 8.79 

*x*Note: The respondents could select more than one answer. 

4. What : model office package is now being used in your program? 

A. Apex E. Serendipity 
B. Pinetree Fashions F. A La Carte 

C. Racquets Unlimited G. Safeco 
D. Lester Hill H. Other 

In the Class C division, two or 20 percent of the schools used the 

"Racquets i Unlimited" package for their model office. Three or 30 

percent of the Class C schools used the "Serendipity" package and two 

or 20 percent used the "Lester Hill" package. The three remaining 

respondents checked "other" as their answer. Of these three schools, 

one was using a "supplementary secretarial service for the school’s 

office." Another was "a combination of simulation sets in conjunction 

with a textbook." The third model office combined a "service system to 

assist teacher’s administration" and "Top Musical Services." 

The "Serendipity" simulation was used by seven or 58.33 percent of 

the Class B schools. Three or 25 percent of the Class B schools used 
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the "Lester Hill" package. One or 8.33 percent used the "Apex" package 

and one used the "Pinetree Fashions" package. 

Four of 66.67 percent of the Class A schools used the "Lester 

Hill" simulation in their model office. One or 16.67 percent of the 

schools used "Palmetto Insurance and the Secretary." The other Class A 

school used it’s "own." 

In the Class AA section the "Serendipity" package was used by four 

or 57.13 percent of the schools. "Apex," "Safeco," and "A La Carte" 

were used by the three remaining schools. 

In all the divisions combined, "Serendipity" was used by 14 or 40 

percent of the schools. The "Lester Hill" package was used by nine or 

25.71 percent of the schools. "Apex" was used by two or 5.71 percent 

of the schools. "Racquets Unlimited" was also used by two of the 

schools. "Pinetree Fashions," "A La Carte," and "Safeco" were used by 

one or 2.86 percent of the schools. Five or 14.29 percent of the 

schools specified the use of another model office package. 

TABLE 5. Model Office Packages Used.  

Class Class Class Class 

C B A AA Totals 

A. Apex 1/ 8.33 1/ 14.29 2/ 5.71 

B. Pinetree 1/ 8.33 1/ 2.86 

C. Racquets 2/ 20 2/ 5.71 

D. Lester 2/ 20 3/ 25 4/ 66.67 9/ 25.71 
E. Serendipity 3/ 30 7/ 58.33 4/ 57.13 14/ 40 

F. A La Carte 1/ 14.29 '1/ 2.86 

G. Safeco 1/ 14.29 1/ 2.86 

H. Other 3/ 30 2/ 33.33 5/ 14.29 

Total 35/100 
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5. Are you satisfied with the model office package being used? 

A. Very satisfied 
B. Satisfied 

C. Dissatisfied 
D. Very dissatisfied 

The Class C responses were divided as follows: Two or 20 percent 

of the instructors indicated they were very satisfied; seven or 70 

percent were satisfied; and one or ten percent did not respond to the 

question. 

Of the Class B respondents five or 41.67 percent marked very 

satisfied, six or 50 percent said they were satisfied, and one or 8.33 

percent did not reply. 

In the Class A division, two or 33.33 percent of the teachers 

indicated they were very satisfied and four or 66.67 percent were 

satisfied. 

Three or 42.86 percent of the Class AA instructors reported they 

were very satisfied and four or 57.14 percent indicated satisfaction. 

When all the Classes are combined, 12 or 34.29 percent of the 

instructors were very satisfied with the model office package now being 

used, 21 or 60 percent were satisfied, and two or 5.71 percent did not 

respond to the question. None of the teachers replied that they were 

dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the model office package they 

were currently using. 
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TABLE 6. Level of Satisfaction With the Model Office. 

Class 

C 

Class 
B 

Class 
A 

Class 
AA Totals 

A. Very Satisfied 2/ 20 5/ 41.67 2/ 33.33 3/ 42.86 12/ 34.29 

B. Satisfied 7/ 70 6/ 50 4/ 66.67 4/ 57.14 21/ 60 

C. Dissatisfied 

D. Very Dissatisfied 

No response 1/ 10 1/ 8.3 2/ 5.71 

Total 35/100 

6. For what length of time is the model office course offered? 

A. One semester C. Nine weeks 

B. One year D. Six weeks 
E. Other 

In the Class C group, three or 30 percent of the teachers answered 

one semester; two or 20 percent responded one year; four or 40 percent 

marked nine weeks; and .one or ten percent did not reply to the 

question. Three or 25 percent of the Class B instructors indicated one 

semester. Four or 33.33 percent answered one year; and five or 41.67 

percent said nine weeks. 

The Class A division was tallied at two or 33.33 percent answering 

one semester; three or 50 percent marking nine weeks; and one or 16.67 

percent reporting six weeks. Three or 42.86 percent of the Class AA 

teachers responded with one semester; one or 14.29 percent with one 

year; and three or 42.86 percent with nine weeks. 

Overall, 11 or 31.43 percent of the schools having model offices 

offered it for one semester; seven or 20 percent offered it for one 

year; 15 or 42.86 percent offered it for nine weeks; one or 2.86 
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percent offered it for six weeks, and one or 2.86 percent did not 

respond to the question. 

TABLE 7. Length of Model Office Course.  

Class 

C 

Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

A. One semester 3/30 3/25 2/33.33 3/42.86 11/ 31.43 
B. One year 2/20 4/33.33 1/14.29 7/ 20 
C. Nine weeks 4/40 5/41.67 3/50 3/42.86 15/ 42.86 
D. Six weeks 1/16.67 1/ 2.86 
E. Other 1/10 1/ 2.86 

Total 35/100 

7. How often is the model course offered? 

A. Once a year C. Every two years 
B. Twice a year D. Other 

Of the Class C instructors eight or 80 percent responded once a 

year and two or 20 percent marked every two years. The Class B tally 

showed that ten or 83.33 percent offered the course once a year; one or 

8.33 percent provide the course twice a year; and one or 8.33 percent 

had the course only when enough students register. 

In the Class A section, five or 83.33 percent of the teachers 

indicated that the course was offered once a year and one or 16.67 

percent said the model office was offered twice a year. Of the Class 

AA instructors, six or 85.71 percent replied the course was offered 

once a year and one or 14.29 percent reported that the course was given 

twice a year. 

With all the schools combined, 29 or 82.86 percent indicated the 

model office was offered once a year; three or 8.57 percent said the 
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course was offered twice a year; and two or 5.71 percent indicated the 

model office course was offered every two years. One or 2.86 percent 

of the schools offered the course only when enough students register. 

TABLE 8. Frequency of Model Office Course. 
Class 

C 
Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

A. Once a year 8/80 10/83.33 5/83.33 6/85.71 29/ 82.86 
B. Twice a year 1/ 8.33 1/16.67 1/14.29 3/ 8.57 
C. Every two years 2/20 2/ 5.71 
D. Other 1/ 8.33 1/ 2.86 

Total 35/100 

8. Is the model office course offered more than once during the day? 

A. Yes (Please specify)   
B. No 

All of the respondents in Class C, Class B, and Class A answered 

no. Five out of the seven instructors of the Class AA group said that 

the model office was offered two times a day. 

Overall, five or 14.29 percent of the schools offered the model 

office course two times a day. The course was offered once a day by 30 

or 85.71 percent. 

TABLE 9. Is the Model Office Course Offered More Than Once a Day?  
Class 

C 
Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

A. Yes 5/71.43 5/ 14.29 
B. No 

Total 

10/100 12/100 6/100 2/28.57 30/ 85.71 

35/100 
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9. Is the model office a course in itself or a unit of another 

course? 

A. Course in itself 
B. Part of another course (Please specify)   

Among the Class C division, four or 40 percent of the instructors 

said the model office was a course in itself and six or 60 percent said 

it was a unit of another course. 

Five of the instructors specified "Office Practice" as the course 

of which the model office was a part. One school offers the model 

office as part of "Advanced Business." 

Of the Class B instructors four or 33.33 percent responded that 

the model office course was a course in itself and eight or 66.67 

percent indicated it was a unit of another course. Five of the latter 

include the model office as a unit of "Office Practice," "Office 

Procedures" or "Office Occupations." One uses the model office as part 

of "Vocational Typing." Two of the Class B instructors did not specify 

the course of which the model office was a part. 

The model office was a course in itself for three or 50 percent of 

the Class A group. Two of the three that used the model office as part 

of another course cited "Office Practice" and "Senior Advanced Business 

Skills" as those courses. The other teacher did not indicate the 

course of which the model office was a part. 

The Class AA group was divided with three or 42.86 percent having 

the model office as a course in itself and four or 57.14 percent 

include it as a unit of another course. The latter all indicated 
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"Office Practice," "Office Procedures" or "Office Education" as the 

main course. 

Overall, 14 or 40 percent of the schools offered the model office 

as a course in itself. Twenty-one or 60 percent offered the model 

office as a unit of another course. The majority of the instructors of 

schools that have the model office as part of another course cited 

"Office Practice" as the course of which the model office was a part. 

TABLE 10. How is the Model Office Course Offered? 

Class 
C 

Class 
B 

Class 
A 

Class 
AA Totals 

A. Course in itself 4/40 4/33.33 3/50 3/42.86 14/ 40 
B. Part of another course 6/60 8/66.67 3/50 4/57.14 21/ 60 

Total 35/100 

10. Is the model office course considered the "capstone" of your 

Office/Business Education program? 

A. Yes B. No 

Of the Class C instructors six or 60 percent responded yes; three 

or 30 percent answered no; and one or ten percent did not reply. In 

the Class B section, eight or 66.67 percent of the teachers answered 

yes; three or 25 percent said no; and one or 8.33 percent did not 

respond. Six or 100 percent of the Class A instructors consider the 

model office course the capstone of their program. Four or 57.14 

percent of the Class AA answered yes and three or 42.86 percent 

answered no. 
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When combining all the classes, 24 or 68.57 percent of the 

teachers responded yes, nine or 25.71 percent answered no; and two or 

5.71 percent did not respond to the question. 

TABLE 11. Is the Model Office Course Considered the Capstone?  

Class 

C 

Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

A. Yes 6/60 8/66.67 6/100 4/57.14 24/ 68.57 
B. No 3/30 3/25 3/42.86 9/ 25.71 

No reply 1/10 1/ 8.33 2/ 5.71 

Total 35/100 

11. Is the model office offered in a "block time" of two hours? 

A. Yes B. No 

Of the Class C answers ten or 100 percent were yes. Of the Class 

B responses, four or 33.33 percent were yes and eight or 66.67 percent 

were no. The Class A instructors were divided with one or 16.67 

percent indicating yes and five or 83.33 percent marking no. In the 

Class AA group, two or 28.57 percent of the answers were yes and five 

or 71.43 percent were no. 

Tallying all the sections together, 17 or 48.57 percent said the 

model office was offered in a "block time" of two hours and 18 or 51.43 

percent responded that it wasn’t offered in a "block time" of two 

hours 
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TABLE 12. Is the Model Office Course Offered in a Block Time? 

Class 

C 

Class 
B 

Class 

A 

Class 

AA Totals 

A. Yes 10/100 4/33.33 1/16.67 2/28.57 17/ 48.57 

B. No 8/66.67 5/83.33 5/71.43 18/ 51.43 

Total 35/100 

12. Is there a limit on the number of students enrolled in the model 

office? 

A. Yes (Please specify number and reason)  

B. No 

One or ten percent of the Class C instructors indicated that there 

was a limit on the number of students enrolled in the model office. 

This school allowed no more than ten students in the model office due 

to lack of equipment. The remaining nine or 90 percent had no limit. 

Six or 50 percent of the Class B instructors indicated there was no 

limit on enrollment but six or 50 percent had limitations. Those 

limitations ranged from accepting eight students to accepting 20 

students. All but one of these instructors cited lack of space as the 

reason for limitations. The other instructor limited the number of 

students due to "state recommendation." 

The Class A answers were also divided 50/50. Two of those schools 

with limitations cited 15 students as the limit. The other instructor 

had a limit of 22. Again, the reason for limitation was lack of space 

for stations. 

In the AA division, six or 85.71 percent had enrollment 

limitations and one or 14.29 percent did not. Four of the six with 
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limitations keep the student enrollment limited to 20. The other two 

limited the enrollment to 24. The reasons given for limitation 

included: number of desks, amount of space, and number of typewriters 

and calculators. 

Overall, 16 or 45.71 percent of the schools had enrollment 

limitations but 19 or 54.29 percent had no limitations. The majority 

of the instructors citing limitations said the reason was lack of 

space. 

TABLE 13. Is Enrollment Limited? 

Class Class Class Class 

C B A AA Totals 

A. Yes 1/10 6/50 3/50 6/85.71 16/ 45.71 

B. No 9/90 6/50 3/50 1/14.29 19/ 54.29 

Total 35/100 

13. What type of equipment is used in the model office? 

A. Electric typewriters E. Microcomputer 

B. Selectric typewriters F. Ten-key adding machines 

C. Correcting typewriters G. Electronic calculators 

D. Electronic typewriters H. Dictaphones 

I. Other   

The responses to this question are summarized in the following 

table. The number of schools that used the specified equipment are 

separated by Classes. The instructors could make more than one 

selection. 
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TABLE 14. Equipment Used 
Class 

C 
Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

Electric typewriters 8/80 5/41.67 1/16.67 6/85.71 20/57.14 
Selectric typewriters 5/50 9/75 3/50 6/85.71 23/65.71 
Correcting typewriters 7/70 7/58.33 1/16.67 6/85.71 21/60 
Electronic typewriters 8/80 10/83.33 3/50 7/100 28/80 
Microcomputer 3/30 7/58.33 2/33.33 5/71.43 17/48.57 
Ten-key adding machines 6/60 8/66.67 2/33.33 5/71.43 21/60 
Electronic calculators 6/60 8/66.67 3/50 7/100 24/68.57 
Dictaphones 9/90 10/83.33 2/33.33 5/71.43 26/74.29 

14. What are the prerequisites to the model office course? 

A. None E. Shorthand I (first year) 
B. Typing I (first semester) F. Shorthand II (second year 
C. Typing II (second semester) G. Office Machines 
D. Typing III (third semester) H. Accounting I (first year) 

In the Class C division, one or ten percent of the instructors 

said that Typing I was the only typing prerequisite to the model office 

course. One or ten percent required Shorthand I along with Typing I. 

Five or 50 percent of the Class C schools required Typing I and Typing II 

before students could take the model office course. One or ten percent 

had another prerequisite, Accounting I. Typing I, II, and III were 

required by one or ten percent of the instructors in this group. 

Office Machines was an additional requirement of one or ten percent. 

All of the schools in the Class C group required at least one semester 

of typing before students could register for the model office course. 

Of the 12 Class B respondents, three or 25 percent required Typing 

I and four or 33.33 percent required Typing I and II. Typing I and II, 

Accounting I, and Introduction to Model Office were required by one or 
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8.33 percent of the instructors. Typing I, Typing II, Office Machines, 

and Accounting I were the prerequisites for one or 8.33 percent of the 

Class B teachers. Two or 16.67 percent require Typing I, Office 

Machines, and Accounting I as prerequisites to the model office. Also, 

one or 8.33 percent requires Typing I, Shorthand I, Accounting I, and 

Office Preparation. 

In the Class A division, two or 33.33 percent required Typing I 

and II. Typing I, II, and III, and Accounting I were required as 

prerequisites by two or 33.33 percent of the instructors. Office 

Machines and Typing I and II were required by one or 16.67 percent of 

the respondents. No prerequisites were required by one or 16.67 

percent. 

Of the Class AA respondents, two or 28.57 percent required Typing 

I as the only prerequisite to the model office. Typing I and II were 

required by two or 28.57 percent. The prerequisites for another one or 

14.29 percent of the respondents were Typing I, II, III, and Office 

Machines. Typing I, II, and Office Machines were required by one or 

14.29 percent. Typing I, II, and Accounting I were also required by 

one or 14.29 percent of the respondents. 

The following tables are divided by Class. A summary table is 

also included. In each row the prerequisites required by the indicated 

number and percentage of respondents are marked with an Mx.M 
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TABLE 15. Class C Prerequisites. 

No. /% I 
Typing 

II III 
Shorthand 

I II 
Office 

Machines 
Accounting 

I 

1/10 X 

1/10 X X 

1/10 X X X 

1/10 X X X 

1/10 X X X X 

5/50 X X 

TABLE 16. Class B Prerequisites. 

No./% I 
Typing 

II III 
Shorthand 

I II 
Office Accounting 
Machines I Other 

1/ 8.33 X X X X* 

1/ 8.33 X X X X** 

1/ 8.33 X X X X 

2/16.67 X X X 

3/25 X 

4/33.33 X X 

* Office Preparation 
Introduction to Model Office 
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TABLE 17. Class A Prerequisites. 

No./% I 
Typing 

II III 
Shorthand 

I II 
Office 

Machines 
Accounting 

I None 

1/16.67 X 

1/16.67 X X X 

2/33.33 X X 

2/33.33 X X X X 

TABLE 18. Class AA Prerequisites. 

Typing Shorthand 
I II III I II 

Office 
Machines 

Accounting 
I 

1/14.29 X X X X 

1/14.29 X X X 

1/14.29 X X X 

2/28.57 X X 

2/28.57 X 
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TABLE 19. Summary of Class Prerequisites. 

Typing 
I II III 

Shorthand 
I II 

Office 
Machines 

Accounting 
I Other 

1/ 2.86 X* 

1/ 2.86 X X X 

1/ 2.86 X X 

1/ 2.86 X X X X** 

1/ 2.86 X X X X 

1/ 2.86 X X X 

2/ 5.71 X X X 

2/ 5.71 X X X 

2/ 5.71 X X X 

2/ 5.71 X X X X 

2/ 5.71 X X X X 

6/17.14 X 

13/37.14 X X 

* None 
** Office Preparation 
*** Introduction to Model Office 
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15. How are the model office students evaluated? 

A. Attendance 

B. Peer assessment 

C. Ability to establish priorities and make decisions 

D. Evaluation of work produced 
E. Other 

In the Class C group, eight or 80 percent of the instructors 

evaluated on attendance. Two or 20 percent evaluated with the aid of 

peer assessment. The ability of the students to establish priorities 

and make decisions was judged by eight or 80 percent and used as an 

evaluation technique. All but one of the instructors evaluated the 

students by the work they produced. 

Student attendance was evaluated by ten or 83.33 percent of the 

Class B respondents. Peer Assessment was used by four or 33.33 

percent. The ability to establish priorities and make decisions was 

used as an evaluation technique by eight or 66.67 percent. Eleven or 

92 percent evaluated students on the work they produced. Other means 

of evaluation including ’’self-made office handbooks,” "self- 

assessment,” and "attitude testing" were used by three or 25 percent of 

the Class B instructors. 

In the Class A group, three or 50 percent considered attendance a 

form of evaluation. The same percentage used peer assessment. The 

students’ ability to establish priorities and make decisions was 

considered by five or 83.33 percent of the instructors as a form of 

evaluation. Six or 100 percent evaluated the work produced by the 

students. 
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All of the Class AA instructors also used evaluation of the work 

produced by the students. Attendance and the ability to establish 

priorities and make decisions were each used by six or 85.71 percent of 

the instructors. Two or 28.57 percent checked "Other" citing 

"promptness" and "testing" as evaluation techniques. 

Table 20 summarizes the evaluation techniques used by the 

instructors. 

TABLE 20. Evaluation Techniques. 
Class 

C 
Class 

B 
Class 

A 
Class 

AA Totals 

Attendance 8/80 10/83.33 3/ 50 6/ 85.71 27/77.14 
Peer Assessment 
Establish Priorities 

2/20 4/33.33 3/ 50 5/ 71.43 14/40 

and Make Decisions 8/80 8/66.67 5/ 83.33 6/ 85.71 27/77.14 
Evaluation of Work 
Other 

9/90 11/92 
3/25 

6/100 7/100 
2/ 28.57 

33/94.29 
5/14.29 

Note: The respondents could select more than one answer. 
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16. What are the most significant ways in which the model office 

students are being prepared for the world of work? 

The following table summarizes the responses to this question. The 

instructors' answers have been categorized by similarity. 

TABLE 21. Ways Students Are Prepared For Work. 

Class 
C 

Class 
B 

Class 
A 

Class 
AA ' Totals 

Human relations skills 3/30 4/33.33 2/33.33 1/14.29 10/28.57 
Learning to use equipment 2/20 1/14.29 3/ 8.57 
Decision making 
responsibility 3/30 4/33.33 4/66.67 1/14.29 12/34.29 

Attitudes, accuracy, 
attendance, and pressure 4/40 6/50 1/16.67 2/28.57 13/37.14 

Entry level job skills 
and application 2/20 5/41.67 1/14.29 8/22.86 

Realistic work situations 3/30 6/50 2/33.33 6/85.71 17/48.57 
Apply skills and procedures 
previously learned 2/20 1/16.67 3/ 8.57 

Secretarial awareness 1/10 4/33.33 5/14.29 

* Note: The respondents could give more than one answer. 

17. What problems have been encountered in the preparation and 

operation of the model office? 

A. Scheduling difficulties 
B. Student absences 
C. Shortage of time for completion of student assignments 
D. Not enough students registering for the course 
E. Other (Please specify) 

Four of the ten Class C respondents answered "scheduling 

difficulties." Three or 30 percent checked "student absences." Five 

or 50 percent said "shortage of time for completion of student 

assignments" was a problem. Four or 40 percent indicated "not enough 

students registering for the course" was a problem. One or ten 
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percent of the instructors indicated that another problem was a 

"shortage of equipment." 

Of the 12 Class B instructors five or 41.67 percent marked 

"scheduling difficulties." "Student absences" was checked by six or 50 

percent. Item "C" was marked by three or 25 percent and five or 41.67 

percent said item "D" presents a problem. 

In the Class A group none of the instructors indicated that 

scheduling was a problem. "Student absences" can be a problem 

according to three or 50 percent. Four or 66.67 percent checked item 

"C." Item "D" was marked by two or 33.33 percent of the instructors. 

One instructor said that the "cost of the package" was a problem. 

Only one or 14.29 percent of the Class AA instructors said that 

"scheduling" presents problems for them. Five or 71.43 percent agreed 

that "student absences" were a problem. Items "C" and "D" were marked 

by just one instructor apiece. Two or 28.57 percent indicated other 

problems exist, including "refining the materials" and "lack of teacher 

time to prepare the model office." 

Overall, ten or 28.57 percent of the 35 respondents indicated 

"scheduling was a difficulty" in the preparation of the model office. 

Seventeen or 48.57 percent said that "student absences" were a problem. 

Thirteen or 37.14 percent checked item "C." Twelve or 34.29 percent 

agreed that item "D" presents a problem. Four or 11.43 percent listed 

other problems, including "shortage of equipment", "cost of the 

package," "refining the materials," and "lack of teacher time to 

prepare." 
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TABLE 22. Problems With the Model Office. 

Class 

C 

Class 

B 
Class 

A 

Class 

AA Totals 

Scheduling difficulties 4/40 5/41.67 1/14.29 10/28.57 
Student absences 3/30 6/50 3/50 5/71.43 17/48.57 
Shortage of time 5/50 3/25 4/66.67 1/14.29 13/37.14 
Not enough students 4/40 5/41.67 2/33.33 1/14.29 12/34.29 
Other 1/10 1/16.67 2/28.57 4/11.43 

* Note: The respondents could select more than one answer. 

18. What are the top three advantages or benefits in offering the 

model office course? 

The most frequent answer among the Class C instructors was that 

the model office taught the students responsibility and the art of 

decision making. Another advantage that was listed often was the model 

office provided realistic work experience for the students. The third 

most common response was the model office allowed students to apply 

previously learned skills. The respondents also said that the model 

office helps students develop good attitudes toward work, others,, and 

self. Also mentioned was the benefit that the model office prepared 

students for the world of work by giving them entry level job skills 

and taught them how to apply for jobs. Other answers the Class C 

teachers gave were that the model office: 

1. Helps students find career interests. 

2. Helps students understand why and not just how things are 

done. 

3. Gains student interest because it is different from the 
regular classroom. 

4. Can be taught to smaller groups. 
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In the Class B group, the advantage most often cited was that the 

model office prepares students for work by teaching them how to apply 

for jobs and gain entry level skills. Teaching students good attitudes 

toward work, others, and self was the second most common advantage 

cited. Next, the advantages most often given were the application of 

previously learned skills and decision-making/responsibility. Other 

advantages given included that the model office: 1) was realistic, 2) 

provided career awareness, 3) was enjoyable for the students, 4) 

provided variety, and 5) was the capstone for the business department. 

Instructors in the Class A division most often cited the advantage 

of the model office providing a realistic work environment. Students 

learning good attitudes toward work and others was the next most common 

advantage listed. The third most often listed advantage was that the 

students learned to be decision makers. Other benefits of the model 

office that these instructors listed were that the model office is the 

capstone and ties all business courses together, and the students use 

skills they have already learned. 

The Class AA teachers mentioned the advantage of students learning 

proper attitudes toward work, others, and self most often. The 

opportunity for realistic work experience was second. Thirdly, the 

students are able to use skills that they have previously learned. The 

other advantages mentioned by the teachers were that the model office 

1) allowed students to have fun while working and 2) the students learned 

entry level job skills. 
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The following table illustrates the overall picture on the cited 

advantages or benefits in offering a model office course. 

TABLE 23. Advantages of the Model Office. 
Class Class Class Class 

C B A AA 

Real office experience 
and preparation X** X X* X** 
Decision making and 
responsibility X* X^c-X-X- 

Application of previously 
learned skills X X*** 

Good attitudes toward 
work/self/others X X** X** X* 

Preparation for world of 
work, entry level skills, 
job application X X* X 

Find career interests X X 
Understand "why” X 
Interesting and fun X X X 
Taught to smaller group X 
Variety X 
Capstone X 

* The most common response 
The second most common response 

*** The third most common response 

19. Is a follow-up study conducted to determine student responses to 

the model office? 

Of the Class C instructors two or 20 percent conducted a follow-up 

study, and seven or 70 percent did not. One or ten percent did not 

respond to the question. Four or 33.33 percent of the Class B teachers 

responded yes, and eight or 66.67 said no. The Class A answers were 

divided 50/50 between yes and no. The Class AA responses were four or 

57.14 percent yes and 42.86 percent no. Overall 37.14 percent said yes 

60 percent responded no, and 2.86 percent gave no response. 
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TABLE 24. Is a Follow-Up Study Conducted? 

Class 

C 

Class 
B 

Class 
A 

Class 
AA Totals 

Yes 2/20 4/33.33 3/50 4/57.14 13/37.14 

No 7/70 8/66.67 3/50 3/42.86 21/60 

No response 1/10 1/ 2.86 

Total 35/100 

20. If a follow-up study is conducted, what is the most significant 

student response? 

In the Class C group, the following responses were given: 

"Being a Secretary or President of a company would be excit- 
• „ „ M 
mg. 

"It is important for everyone to do their job efficiently." 

"The model office was useful in post-secondary job or school- 
•  n 

mg. 

In the Class B division, the following responses were listed: 

"Each say it was valuable in obtaining a part-time job at 

college." 

"Relates closely to real ’world of work.’" 

"Great! Prepares them for work after graduation and helps 

those continuing in business education." 

In the Class A section, the following responses were listed: 

"They like the simulation very much." 

"Class helped them very much." 

"A ’real’ work experience while in school." 

In the Class AA group, the following responses were listed: 

"I feel I have already been on the job when I go to work in 

the afternoon." 
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"That they enjoyed it." 

"They had fun while learning." 

21. What changes do you feel would improve the model office in your 

school? 

The most common answers in the Class C division were more 

equipment and more up-to-date equipment. Other responses given 

included more time for class, more teacher preparation time. better 

facilities, better materials, more students, and better office 

atmosphere. 

In the Class B group, the changes most often needed were listed as 

more equipment, up-to-date equipment, and instructors prepared to use 

new equipment. Other answers listed were more time for class, more 

students, and the use of the model office as a capstone course, and a 

more realistic setting. 

The Class A responses were given as a block time instead of just 

one hour, more money, more equipment, individual stations, and 

telephones. 

The AA instructors most often felt that having the model office in 

a two-hour block was a needed change. More money, more room, and more 

equipment were also listed. 

The following table gives a summary of the changes that 

instructors in all four classes listed. 
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TABLE 25. Changes Needed in the Model Office Course. 

Class Class Class Class 
C B A AA 

More class time X X X X 
More equipment X X X X 
Better facilities X X 
Higher enrollment X X 
Better materials 

Instructor trained 
X 

in modern equipment X 
More money 

Up-to-date equipment 

More teacher 
X X 

X X 

preparation time 

Used as a capstone 
X 

course X 
More realistic setting 

4'- * MvM • j ■ ^ ^ 

X X X 

* An "X" indicates that one or more instructors listed the item. 

22. Would you recommend a model office program to instructors who are 

considering implementing one? 

  Yes   No 

The overwhelming response to this question was "yes." Only one 

instructor, belonging to the AA division, said "no." This response is 

14.29 percent of the Class AA responses and 2.86 percent of all the 

responses. 

TABLE 26. Would You Recommend a Model Office? 

Class 
C 

Class 
B 

Class 
A 

Class 
AA Totals 

Yes 10/100 12/100 6/100 6/85.71 34/ 97.14 
No 1/14.29 1/ 2.86 

Total 35/100 
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23. Comments: 

The following comment was made by one of the Class C instructors: 

"I have taken a course in office simulation and I feel 

they are very beneficial to a secretarial program. They are . 

also good for introducing girls to the secretarial 
requirements in an office." 

Class B instructors offered the following comments: 

"I have been teaching office simulation for at least ten 

years and find it to be a rewarding finale in the business 

department." 

"Every school needs one. Offer every year to get enough 

students." 

These statements were made by Class A teachers: 

"We are very pleased with Lester Hill and the students 

like it. We get positive comments from our graduates, who 

enter the work force or go to college, concerning the 

experience they had with the simulation." 

"They are a lot of work, but worth it." 

The following expressions were given by teachers in the Class 

AA division: 

"Unless a good program with a good deal of time in a 

block is available, it is hard to do well." 

"(Our school) has used a simulation office for 15 years - 

ever since a grant enabled us to open ’Treasure State 

Trails,’ simulating AAA. When our supplies ran out we tried 

first Lester Hill, then Serendipity, and now Racquets." 

These comments were the final section of the questionnaire. The 

following chapter provides a summary of the results of the survey. 

Also included are conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to determine what Montana high 

school business educators perceived as the advantages and disadvantages 

of offering a simulated model office course as part of the business 

curriculum. Other major areas of interest included evaluation 

techniques, equipment used, follow-up studies, reasons for not having a 

model office and needed improvements. 

A questionnaire was mailed to a business educator at each of the 

171 public high schools in Montana. Questionnaires were returned by 

126 or 74 percent of the schools. A sample of the questionnaire can be 

found on page 65 of the Appendix. 

Advantages in Offering the Model Office Course 

The following answers were given by the instructors when asked 

"What are the top three ^ac^vantages or benefits in offering the model 

office course?" 

"The students have real office experience." 

"The students learn responsibility and decision making." 

"The students learn good attitudes toward work/self/others." 

"The students are prepared for world of work including entry 

level skills and how to apply for jobs." 

"Helps students find career interests." 
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"Students understand ’why.’" 

"The model office is interesting and fun." 

"The model office is taught to small groups." 

"The model office provides variety in learning." 

"It is the capstone of the business courses." 

The benefits listed by the instructors correspond with the area of 

how the students are prepared for the world of work. The instructors 

were asked "What are the most significant ways in which the model 

office students are being prepared for the world of work?" The most 

common answer to this question was that the model office provides real¬ 

istic work situations. The second most common answer was that the stu¬ 

dents learn the importance of good attitudes, accuracy, attendance, and 

handling pressure. Another common answer was that the students learn 

decision-making skills and how to be responsible for their decisions. 

Problems Encountered With the Model Office 

Overall, about one-fourth of the respondents indicated that 

scheduling was a problem. Student absences were a problem for almost 

one-half of the instructors. Shortage of time for completion of 

student assignments was marked by over one-third of the instructors. 

This problem directly correlated to how many hours a day the students 

were in the model office. The instructors who did not offer the course 

in a block time found that it was difficult for students to complete 

their assignments. 

The problem of not enough students registering for the course was 

cited by about one-third of the respondents. "Other" problems were 
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cited by a few of the instructors. These problems included shortage of 

equipment, cost of the package, refining the materials, and lack of 

teacher time to prepare. 

Evaluation and Equipment 

Overall, 27 or 77.14 percent of the respondents with model offices 

evaluated on attendance. The same number of instructors judged the 

students' ability to establish priorities and make decisions. Evalu¬ 

ating the work produced by the students was applied by all but two of 

the instructors. The instructors generally combined at least two of 

these evaluation techniques. Self-assessment, testing, and peer assess¬ 

ment were used the least for evaluation. Table 20, page 38, summarizes 

how the instructors evaluate. 

Table 14, page 32, summarizes the equipment used in the model 

offices in Montana high schools. Dictaphones, electronic typewriters, 

and calculators were the most commonly used equipment in the model 

offices. 

Follow-up Studies 

A follow-up study was conducted by 18 or 37.14 percent of the 

schools with a model office. Of those schools who conducted follow-up 

studies the following comments were given to the question "What is the 

most significant student response?" 

"Being a Secretary or President of a company would be 

exciting." 

"It is important for everyone to do their job efficiently." 

"The model office was useful in post-secondary job or 

schooling." 
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"It was valuable in obtaining a part-time job at college.” 

’’Relates closely to real ’world of work.”’ 

"Great! Prepares for work after graduation and helps in 

continuing business education." 

"Liked the simulation very much." 

"Class helped very much." 

"A ’real’ work experience while in school." 

"I feel I have already been on the job when I go to work in 

the afternoon." 

"That they enjoyed it." 

"They had fun while learning." 

None of the responses given were negative toward the model office. 

Reasons For Not Using a Model Office 

Overall, only 27.78 percent of the respondents indicated that 

their school had a model office. The schools that did not have a model 

office make up 72.22 percent of the whole. 

Table 4, page 21, shows the reasons given by the instructors for 

not having a model office. The Class C teachers noted enrollment 

limitations as the most common reason. Curriculum limitations, equip¬ 

ment costs, and space limitations were the second most marked reasons. 

The Class B instructors most often marked curriculum limitations 

as the reason for not having a model office. Enrollment and space 

limitations were cited second most often. Equipment costs was marked 

most often by Class A instructors. Enrollment and space limitations 

were cited next. The Class AA schools most often specified "other" 
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reasons for not using a model office, such as time limitations. Space 

limitations was the second most cited reason. 

In all the Classes combined, the difficulty posed by enrollment 

limitations was the most common reason given for not using a model 

office. This reason was cited by over one-half of the instructors. Of 

all the instructors, more than one-third listed curriculum limitations 

as the reason their school does not have a model office. The problem 

of space limitations was cited by over one-third of the instructors as 

a reason for not having a model office. Another commonly checked 

reason was equipment costs. This response was marked by more than one- 

third of the instructors. 

Changes Needed to Improve the Model Office 

The following Table summarizes the most popular answers given to 

the question "What changes do you feel would improve the model office 

in your school?" 

TABLE 27. Most Common Changes Needed to Improve the Model Office 

Class 

C 

Class 
B 

Class 

A 

Class 
AA 

More class time X X X X 

More equipment X X X X 

Better facilities X X 

Higher enrollment X X 

More money X X 

Up-to-date equipment X X 

More realistic setting X X X 

* An "X" indicates that one or more instructors listed the item. 
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Conclusions 

In general, model office simulations are a very successful form of 

instruction. This type of teaching offers many advantages over regular 

classroom instruction. 

Model office students are allowed the opportunity to put into 

practice what they have previously learned in theory. The students learn 

how important it is to be able to get along with others while working. 

They are also given the opportunity to determine where their career 

interests lie. 

Instructors and students alike enjoy being involved with a model 

office. Teachers feel that their students are being well trained and 

both pupils and instructors like the variety offered by the model office. 

Montana high school model offices were equally as successful as 

others across the country. The model offices in Montana provided many 

opportunities for students to be prepared for the future. 

Students of Montana high school model offices tended to be glad that 

they had this type of instruction, and overall, instructors of model 

offices in Montana were doing a good job. Instructors were using up-to- 

date equipment and simulation materials, with the exception of micro¬ 

computers. The teachers recommended this form of teaching because the 

results were generally positive. 

While feedback from teachers and students tended to be positive, it 

cannot be assumed that students were gaining the exact skills that they 

needed, since regular follow-up studies had not been conducted by the 

majority of instructors. 
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Recommendations 

The majority of the instructors who used model offices were 

satisfied with this form of instruction and would encourage others to 

use a model office. However, there were many Montana high schools that 

did not have model offices in their business education department. The 

following recommendations are based on the findings of the survey: 

1. The State Specialist of Business Education should develop a list 

of schools in Montana that are currently using model offices. This list 

should be sent to all Montana high schools and should include the names 

of the instructors and the model office packages in use. 

2. Teachers with model offices should communicate with one another 

and with those teachers without model offices. Information on how to 

overcome problems encountered in the model office should be shared 

between instructors. 

3. The high schools in Montana that are considering the use of a 

model office and need information should contact schools with model 

offices for help. 

4. Business education departments of colleges and universities 

should sponsor workshops on model office simulations to assist teachers 

wanting to establish an office simulation. 

5. Instructors should attend workshops on model offices to obtain 

information and assistance in establishing an office simulation. 

6. Instructors of model offices in Montana should regularly conduct 

follow-up studies. These types of studies are very important in helping 

educators ensure that they are providing students with the knowledge and 

skills necessary to succeed in the world of work. 
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7. Montana high schools, regardless of size, should consider the 

use of a model office simulation because this form of instruction appears 

to be one of the best methods of preparing students for employment! 
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APPENDIX 



March 14, 1983 

Dear Business Educator: 

Today many positive comments are being made about the use of simulated 

model offices on the high school level. It is a special interest of 

mine to discover the views of Montana high school business educators 

toward offering a model office course as a part of their curriculum. 

This is the reason you are being asked to respond to the enclosed 

questionnaire. When you have completed the questionnaire, return it to 

me in the enclosed envelope by April 11, 1983. Your responses will be 

combined with other answers given by Montana business instructors and 

used as a tool in completing my Master’s paper in Business Education 
through Montana State University. 

Thank you for contributing to the dependability of the results of this 

questionnaire. Your comments will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia M. Little 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please place a check mark(s) on the appropriate line(s) and answer all 

questions which apply to your school* 

1. Designate the classification of your school. 

 AA  A  B  C 

2. Do you have a simulated model office in operation in your school? 

 Yes  No 

If you check "Yes" to Question 2, please disregard Question 3 and 

continue to Question 4. 

If you checked "No" to Question 2, please answer only Question 3 and 

return the Questionnaire. 

3. What reason or reasons influenced the decision not to use a model 

office in your school? 

A.  The use of a model office has not been considered 

B.  Curriculum limitations 

C.  Enrollment limitations 

D.  Equipment costs 

E.  Lack of administrative support 

F.  Too much organizational time required 

G.  Space limitations 

H.  Lack of instructor qualifications 

I.  Other 

(Please Specify) 

4. What model office package is now being used in your program? 

A. Apex E. Serendipity 

B. Pinetree Fashions F. A La Carte 

C. Racquets Unlimited G. Safeco 

D. Lester Hill 

H. Other 

(Please Specify) 
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5. Are you satisfied with the model office package being used? 

A.  Very Satisfied C.  Dissatisfied 

B.  Satisfied D.  Very Dissatisfied 

6. For what length of time is the model office course offered? 

A.  One semester C.  Nine weeks 

B.  One year D.  Six weeks 

E.  Other   

(Please Specify) 

7. How often is the model office course offered? 

A.  Once a year C.  Every two years 

B.  Twice a year D.  Other  

(Please specify) 

8. Is the model office course offered more than once during the day? 

A.  Yes    

(Please Specify) 
B.  No 

9. Is the model office a course in itself or a unit of another 

course? 

A.  Course in itself 

B.  Part of another course   

(Please Specify) 

10. Is the model office considered the "capstone” of your 

Office/Business Education program? 

 Yes  No 

11. Is the model office offered in a "block time" of two hours? 

 Yes  No 

12. Is there a limit on the number of students enrolled in the model 

office? 

 Yes 

No 
(Please Specify Number and Reason) 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

What type of equipment is used in the model office? 

A. Electric typewriters E. Microcomputer 

B. Selectric typewriter F. Ten-key adding machines 

C. Electronic typewriters G. Electronic calculators 

D. Correcting typewriters H. Dictaphones 

I. Other 
(Please Specify) 

What are the prerequisites to the model office course? 

A*  None E.  Shorthand I (first year) 

B- _Typing I (first semester) F.  Shorthand II (second year) 

C. __Typing II (second semester) G.  Office Machines 

D. __Typing III (third semester) H.  Accounting I (first year) 

I. Other 
(Please Specify) 

How are the model office students evaluated? 

A.  Attendance 

B.  Peer Assessment 

C.  Ability to establish priorities and make decisions 

D.  Evaluation of work produced 

E.  Other   
(Please Specify) 

What are the most significant ways in which the model office 
students are being prepared for the world of work? 
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17. What problems have been encountered in the preparation and 

operation of the model office? 

A.  Scheduling difficulties 

B.  Student absences 

C.  ^Shortage of time for completion of student assignments 

D.  Not enough students registering for the course 

E.  Other     

(Please Specify) 

18. What are the top three advantages or benefits in offering the 

model office course? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

19. Is a follow-up study conducted to determine student responses to 

the model office? 

 Yes No 

20. If a follow-up study is conducted, what is the most significant 

student response? 

21. What changes do you feel would improve the model office in your 

school? 

22. Would you recommend a model office program to instructors who are 

considering implementing one? 

 Yes No 

23. Comments: 


